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Abstract 
Colbourn C.J. and ES. Elmallah, Reliable assignments of processors to tasks and factoring on 
matroids, Discrete Mathematics 114 (1993) 115-129. 
In the simple assignment problem, there are n processors, II? tasks, and a relation between the 
processors and tasks; this relation indicates the ability of the processor to perform the task. When 
the processors fail independently with known probabilities, two performance issues arise. First, with 
what probability can the operating processors all be kept busy? Second, with what probability can 
the operating processors perform the same number of tasks that all processors could? We formulate 
these questions on the underlying transversal matroid. We first prove that counting minimum 
cardinality circuits in this matroid is #P-complete and, hence, that both questions are also 
# P-complete. Secondly, we devise a factoring algorithm with series and parallel reductions to 
compute the exact solutions of the above problems. We then outline some efficient strategies for 
bounding the probabilities. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a multiprocessor system having a set C =cr, c2, . . . , c, of processors 
available for executing a set T= tl, t2, . , . , t, of tasks at a certain time. During a time 
interval of interest, a processor ci operates with a certain probability pi independent of 
other processors. Each processor is capable of executing a certain subset of tasks in T, 
depending upon its hardware configuration. However, during the time interval of 
interest, a processor can only be assigned to execute at most one task. The situation 
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can be modelled by forming a bipartite graph B on vertices C representing processors 
and T representing tasks. Vertices ci and tj are adjacent if and only if processor ci is 
capable of performing task tj. A valid assignment of processors to tasks corresponds 
to a matching in B. (For background information on matchings, see [19].) We denote 
the cardinality of a maximum matching in B by r(B). 
There are two natural goals: to maximize processor utilization, and to maximize 
throughout (the number of tasks performed.) To achieve both, we choose an assign- 
ment that is a maximum matching; we denote the cardinality of such a matching by 
r(B). Two simplified reliability problems now arise. First, what is the probability that 
the operating processors can still perform r(B) tasks? And what is the probability the 
operating processors can all be assigned tasks simultaneously? We refer to these two 
problems as the task reliability (TRel) and the processor reliability (PRel) problems, 
respectively. 
Before formulating these questions more precisely, it is perhaps important to 
remark that the simple model introduced here omits more information that is 
essential in practical multiprocessor scheduling, most importantly time-dependent 
behaviour. Nevertheless, it captures the basics of the scheduling problem at one 
instant of time. 
Define a state to be a subset S of the processors; we interpret that all proces- 
sors in S are operating, while all others have failed. A state S is processor-operational 
if all processors in S can be assigned tasks simultaneously; in other words, the 
processors of S form the endvertices of edges in some matching of B. In this 
case, S is a matchable set. A state S is task-operational if, using processors in this state, 
r(B) tasks can be assigned; in other words, S contains at least a matchable set of 
cardinality r(B). 
The set of matchable sets in a bipartite graph form the independent sets of 
a matroid, the transversal matroid TM(B). A basis of this matroid is precisely a 
matchable set of cardinality r(B). Now, if a state S is task-operational, S contains 
a base of TM(B). The task-operational states are precisely the sets that span TM(B) 
(i.e., those that contain at least a basis of TM(B)). Equivalently, Sis a subset of a dual 
basis of TM(B) and, hence, the task-operational states are precisely complements of 
the independent sets in the dual of TM(B). Duals of transversal matroids form 
a special class of linking systems [26] called strict gammoids (see, for example, 
[6,16,20]) and, hence, we denote the dual matroid by SC(B). 
Now we can formulate our reliability questions precisely. Two classes of reliability 
problems are of interest. In the general problem the operational probabilities of the 
elements in E are specified by a vector p. The special problem where all elements 
operate with the same probability p is called a jiinctional reliability problem. Given 
a matroid _,H = (E, 9) having a rank function r(A), with 1 E I= n, the independence 
polynomiul Znd(A!‘; p) is the polynomial xi:‘, Fip’(l -p)nei, where Fi is the number of 
independent sets of cardinality i in A. The spun polynomial Span(A; p) is the 
polynomial C:z: Sip’(l -p)nmi, where Si is the number of sets of cardinality i that 
contain a basis of ,H. By duality, Ind(A; p)=Span(dual(A)); 1 -p). 
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For the functional reliability problems, we define the processor reliability PRel(B; p) 
to be Ind (TM (B); p); this is precisely the probability that the operating processors 
form a matchable set. Similarly, we define the tusk reliability TRel(B;p) to be 
Span(TM(B); p); again, this is the probability that r(B) tasks can still be performed. 
Computing processor and task reliabilities are precisely the problems we introduced 
earlier. In the general case, the span reliability of JZ, denoted as SRel(A,p), is the 
probability of obtaining a spanset of JZ’. Thus, TRel(B,p”) is just SRel(TM(B),p), 
and, by duality, PRel(B, f!) (the independence reliability IRel(TM(B), fi)) is 
SRel(dual(TM(B)), l-p), where 1 is a vector of l’s of length /El. 
Naturally, this translation to the matroid domain does not make the problems any 
easier; however, it does suggest employing techniques that have been useful in other 
matroid reliability problems. The primary example of this is the network reliability 
problem. Given a graph G =( V, E) in which edges operate independently with prob- 
ability p, thefunctional all-terminal reliability is the polynomial Span(Gr(G); p), where 
Gr(G) is the graphic matroid of G; more usually, this is formulated as 
Znd(Coy(G); 1 -p) where Cog(G) is the cographic matroid of G. A very large amount 
of literature exists on network reliability; see [9] for an introduction. In particular, 
a number of results on all-terminal reliability rely on matroid structure and, one can, 
therefore, hope to extend them to our problems here. 
Before returning to processors and tasks, it is worth remarking on one more 
matroid reliability analysis problem, suggested in [l 11: What is Znd(Gr(G); p)? It is the 
probability that the operating edges of G form an acyclic subgraph, and, hence, that 
the failed edges form an edge feedback set (set of edges whose removal destroys all 
cycles) for G. Thus, Ind(Gr(G); 1 -p) is the probability that the ‘operating’ edges form 
an edge feedback set. While we know of no concrete application for such a reliability 
computation, we expect that it may prove useful. 
In what follows, we consider the four matroid reliability analysis problems: task 
reliability, processor reliability, all-terminal reliability and acyclicity. We assume 
throughout that the matroid is presented as the corresponding graph. 
2. Counting independent and spanning sets 
Determining any independence polynomial exactly amounts to determining each of 
its coefficients exactly (see, for example, [23]). If any coefficient is difficult to compute, 
so, therefore, is the polynomial. Let us first determine what information can be 
extracted from an independence polynomial. One can determine the rank r and the 
number of bases F, of the matroid. One can determine the total number of indepen- 
dent sets. Now suppose that c is the cardinality of a smallest circuit of the matroid. For 
i<c, we must have Fi =(r). If there are C, circuits of cardinality c, Fc=(‘f)- C,. 
Hence, from the independence polynomial, we can determine c and C,. 
For cographic matroids, determining the number of bases is just counting spanning 
trees. The circuit size c is just the edge connectivity of the graph. Finally, Bixby [S] 
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and Lomonosov and Polesskii [18] show that C, is polynomially bounded (in fact, 
[12] gives a structural description of the minimum cuts); computing it in polyno- 
mial time is then straightforward [24]. Nevertheless, all-terminal reliability is a 
# P-complete problem: computing the total number of independent sets is # P- 
complete [23]. 
For graphic matroids, counting bases is counting spanning trees. Determining c is 
computing the girth (the size of the shortest cycle) of the graph. Determining C,, the 
number of shortest cycles, seems not to have been addressed; we outline an efficient 
algorithm here. First suppose c is even. Every shortest cycle contains c/2 pairs of 
vertices at distance c/2 in the graph. To count shortest cycles, for each pair of vertices 
at distance c/2, find all paths of length c/2 between these two vertices. These paths are 
necessarily internally vertex-disjoint since the girth is c. Hence, there are O(n) such 
paths, and any two form a c-cycle giving O(n’) c-cycles for this pair. Hence, the total 
number of c-cycles is O(n4). (This is the best possible; K,,, has n’(n- 1)2/4 4-cycles.) 
When c is odd, pick a pair of vertices at distance (c - 1)/2. This short path is necessarily 
unique. A cycle is completed by any path of length (c+ 1)/2; since there are O(n) 
candidates for such a path, there are O(n3) shortest cycles in total. (This is also the best 
possible, upon consideration of the complete graph.) The factoring technique of [24] 
can be applied to compute the exact number C, in polynomial time given these 
bounds on the magnitude. Perhaps surprisingly, for graphic matroids, it does not 
appear to be known that computing the independence polynomial is computationally 
difficult. 
Finally, we return to our main interest: transversal matroids. The main result we 
obtain in this case follows. 
Theorem 2.1. Given a bipartite graph B, determining the minimum cardinality of 
a circuit of TM(B) is NP-hard, and counting circuits of specijied cardinality is 
#P-complete. 
Proof. We reduce the k-clique problem, k3 3, to the circuit problem in poly- 
nomial time. An instance of the clique problem is a graph G =( V, E) and an 
integer k. Now let I=(i)-k-l=(k,‘). D fi e ne a bipartite graph B as follows. 
One class of the bipartition is E; the other is Vu {zl, . . , z,}. Edges are placed between 
all {zi} and all vertices corresponding to E, and between vertex v and edge e if 
and only if edge e is incident to vertex v. Now choose a set K L E. Suppose that 
1 K 1 -c(i). We claim that K is matchable. To see this, we must only ensure that I K I- 1 
edges in K are incident with at least (K I-1 different vertices, as the remaining 
elements of K can be matched to the {zi}. If K has fewer than 1 edges, the result is 
immediate. 
Otherwise, (“;‘)<IKI<(~) and K f orms a subgraph H of G on at least k- 1 
vertices. Denote by H, and H, the union of the (possibly empty) acyclic and cyclic 
connected components of H, respectively. Thus, H = H, u H,. All the edges E(H,) can 
be matched to distinct vertices of H, and all the vertices V(H,) can be matched to 
distinct edges in H,. Thus, it suffices to show that 1 E(H,) I+ 1 V(H,) I> ) K I- 1 in each of 
the following cases: 
(1) If(k,‘)<lE(H,)I then IV(Hc)13k31KI-l. 
(2) If (k;2)<lE(H,)l<(k;1) then IV(H,)~3k-l>~KI-1-1. Thus, if 
( K ( - I < k - 1 we are done; otherwise, ( K / - I = k and one more edge can be matched in 
H, since IE(H,)I=IKI-IE(H,)121KI-(k~1)=IKI-l=k33. 
(3) Finally, if IE(H,)ld(ki2) then k34 and IE(H,)I=IK(-IE(H,)I> 
IK(-(k,‘)=lKl-l. 
At this point, we know that there is no circuit of size less than (i). Now consider 
a set K of size ( 2). If K induces a k-clique, it is not matchable since the neighbourhood 
ofKinBcontainsatmostk+I<(t) vertices. If, on the other hand, K does not induce 
a k-clique, it must induce a subgraph with at least k + 1 vertices, and is, therefore, 
matchable. This establishes that the k-cliques of G are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the k-circuits of B. 
Since the clique problem is NP-hard, and counting cliques is # P-complete, we 
have the required results. S 
Corollary 2.2. Computing the processor reliuhilityl is # P-complete. 
Proof. Computing Ind(TM(B); p) determines, among other things, the size and num- 
ber of minimum cardinality circuits. 
It is worth remarking that Theorem 2.1 establishes a complexity result of indepen- 
dent interest. We define a Hull set to be a set of vertices that is matchable to a unique 
set of vertices in the other class of the bipartition. Hall sets arise in algorithms for 
finding maximum matchings [19]. By incrementing 1 by one in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 2.3. Counting Hull sets of minimum cardinality is # P-complete. 
Next we turn to task reliability. We expect that counting circuits is difficult here as 
well; this amounts to counting cocircuits (‘cutsets’) given the bipartite graph. However, 
no result of this type is known. Nevertheless, we can prove the following simple 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. Provided that equal operation probabilities are not stipulated, computing 
processor reliability is polynomially reducible to computing task reliability. 
Proof. Given a bipartite graph B=(Xu Y, E) in which elements of X represent 
processors that operate with known probabilities, we construct a graph B’ as follows. 
One class of the bipartition is X. The other contains Y and (XI vertices 
X’= {x’: x6X). Vertices in Y are assigned operation probability 1. Each vertex x’ is 
assigned 1 -px, where px is the operation probability of x in B. Edges in B’ between 
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X and Y are as in B; edges between X and X’ are all edges of the form {x, x’} for XEX. 
In B’ the elements of YuX’ represent processors and r(B’) = 1x1. 
To complete the proof we show that processor reliability in B is task reliability 
in B’. This follows from the following remarks: 
(1) A state S is processor-operational in B if and only if the state Yu(X’ - S’) is 
task-operational in B’, where S’= (x’: XES}. 
(2) The probability of having a state S in B equals the probability of having the 
state Yu(X’-S’) in B’. 0 
Performing contractions on the nodes of Yin B’ leads to the strict gammoid SC(B); 
however, this proof enables us to convert among transversal matroids, provided not 
all vertices need have the same operation probability. 
At this point, we conclude that both task and processor reliability are computation- 
ally difficult problems. Hence, we are left with serious problems: first, can we extend 
the well-known class of graph-factoring algorithms (see [9] for a background) to solve 
our present problems on matroids? Second, can we approximate, or bound, the 
reliabilities efficiently? We devote the remainder of the paper to the above questions. 
3. The factoring algorithm 
Using common reliability terminology, we call the system (A, @) a probabilistic 
matroidal system. The bases and the spansets of J&’ are called minpaths and pathsets, 
respectively, of the system. To simplify the notation, p denotes a vector of probabilities 
throughout this section. We also need the following definitions on matroids (e.g. see 
[27]). Let J%’ = (E, 9) be a matroid and X be a subset of E. The matroid obtained by 
deleting X is denoted as J?’ - X, ._&‘- X = (E - X, ,a”), where 9d contains all subsets 
of E - X that belong to 9. The matroid obtained by contracting X is denoted as _4’ l X 
(the notation M/X is also a common notation for the contracted matroid). If X= {e>, 
where e is an element in some basis of 4, then a set I is a basis of JZZ l X if and only if 
Zu (e) is a basis of &%‘. In general, the rank of a set S in &! l X is given by 
r,,.,(S)=r R(SuX)-r,B(X). The order of deleting a subset X of elements and 
contracting another disjoint subset Y to form a minor is immaterial. 
A pivotal decomposition of the pathsets of M with respect to e is a partitioning into 
two disjoint subsets depending upon whether or not e appears in a pathset. Hence, we 
have 
SRel(A’,p)=p, SRel(A*e,p)+(l-p,)SRel(A?‘-e,p), (1) 
where SRel(A l e, p) and SRel(A -e, p) are the probabilities of obtaining a pathset in 
E-e of Jz’*e and 4, respectively. The analogous expression for computing the 
all-terminal reliability of a graph G, ARel(G, p), 
ARel(G,p)=p,ARel(G*e)+(l-p,)ARel(G-e) (2) 
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is well known. Here e is any edge in the graph and G-e and Gee denote the graphs 
obtained by deleting and contracting e, respectively. 
The factoring algorithm applies eq. (1) recursively using a sequence of pivots. For 
this purpose, we rewrite eq. (1) in a form suitable to describe the span reliability of any 
intermediate minor _.&!‘, in the algorithm. J&!‘, is obtained from J?’ be contracting 
a subset ET, and deleting some other subset. Any spanset of -34~‘~ can be extended to 
a spanset of ,/N by adding the elements of E”, to it. We use the expanded notation 
S&l i/.Eb (A’o, p) to denote the probability of obtaining a spanset of the matroid 
,&’ l E’, whose elements are in J?‘~. Using the expanded notation, we may now write 
SRel ,,.r;(AfO, p) 
=p,SRel ,,.;r;,“pj(JZ o.e,p)+(l-_p,)SRel,,,.,b(.~~o-e,p), 
and SRel(.M, p) is just SRel,,,4(.&‘, p). 
(3) 
3.1. Series and parallel reliability transformations 
The SP-factoring algorithm reduces the work done by performing series and 
parallel reliability reductions whenever possible. To set a background, recall that 
a bridge in .J%’ is an element that is contained in every basis and a loop is a circuit of 
one element. Two elements e, and e2 are in series if e2 is a bridge in .M- er . Similarly, 
two nonloop elements e, and e2 are in parallel if e, is a loop in &‘*er. Series and 
parallel relations are symmetric and transitive. Degenerate cases where any two 
nonloop elements of 4 are in series or in parallel occur when r( A’) = 1 E 1 or r(M) = 1, 
respectively. The above definition of series elements extends the classical definition of 
series edges in a graph, when applied to its forest matroid. For example, any two edges 
in a graph that form a cutset are now considered in series. The following lemma 
specifies the exact transformations used. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (A’, p) be a probabilistic matroidal system and x and y be two of its 
elements. 
(1) The Series Reduction: If x and y are in series then contract x and assign the new 
probability p:. = pxpY/cc, where cz = px + pY - pxpY, to y; call the resulting probability 
vector pl. Now, SRel(A, p)=cx SRel(A.x, pl). 
(2) The Parallel Reduction: If x and y are in parallel then delete x and assign the new 
probability value px + pY - pxpr to y; call the resulting probability vector pl. Then 
SRel(A, p)= SRel(A, pl). 
Proof. Straightforward by using .x and y as pivots in eq. (1). 0 
We now outline the important steps in an SP-factoring algorithm that performs 
reductions before and after each pivoting step. As shown below, four input parameters 
are used to specify a minor _KO of a given matroid ~2! and its associated probability 
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vector p. to the function SRel. A0 is assumed to be obtained from JX be contracting 
ET, and deleting Ef, from E. 
Function SRel(A, EE, Et, pO) 
(1) Starting with the system (ko,po), repeat the following steps until no more 
reduction is possible: remove all possible loops, contract all possible bridges and 
perform all possible series and parallel reductions. Call the new system (Al,pl), 
where J?‘, =(A - ET)* E”, . Denote by cc1 the product of the operation probabilities of 
all contracted bridges and the u parameters from any possible series reductions. If no 
bridge contraction or series reduction has been applied then set a, = 1. 
(2) If A1 is empty then Return (ai); otherwise, choose any element e, eEEl, as 
a pivot. 
(3) Repeat step 1 on the system (~%!i me, pl). Call the new system (,A12,p2) and 
the multiplicative parameter a2. If Mz is empty then set PC =cz2. Else, 
Pc=a2 SRel(&‘, E;u{e}, E:,p2). 
(4) Repeat step 1 on (&i -e, pl). Call the new system (k3,p3) and the multiplica- 
tive parameter c(~. If M3 is empty then set Pd = (x3. Else, 
Pd=u3 SRel(A, Ez, Ed,u{e},p3). 
(5) Return (al(~,f’,+(l -_p,)P~)). 
(6) End. 
A measure of the efficiency of this algorithm is the number of calls to SRel; these 
calls can be represented in a binary ‘computation tree’, denoted as Tsr(&!). Hence, an 
equivalent measure is the number of leaves in this computation tree. 
3.2. Recognizing series and parallel reductions 
An efficient strategy for identifying series and parallel elements throughout the 
algorithm follows from the three points mentioned below. The method requires an 
efficient method for computing the rank function of the given matroid JZ to decide 
whether any two given elements x and y are in series or in parallel in a minor 
A?‘~,J%‘~=(~-E~,)~Z;. 
(1) Recall that r(Mo) is by definition r,,,(E-{Et, Ei}). For any set S 
r/(,(S)=r,(SuE&r,(E:). 
(2) x and y are in series if and only if 
(a) x and y are not bridges in Ao, i.e. r(Ao)=r(Ao-x)=r(Ao-y) and 
(b) x is a bridge in ~&‘~-y, i.e. r(~o-{x,y})<r(Jf’o). 
(3) x and y are in parallel if and only if 
(a) neither x nor y is a loop in do, i.e. rbK,(x) =r.&,(y)= 1, and 
(b) y is a loop in J?!~*x, i.e. r,,O.,(y)=O. 
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Correctness of the above remarks follows immediately from the definitions. Finding 
a possible pair of series or parallel elements can then be accomplished by testing 
all possible pairs of elements. Since testing any such pair requires a fixed number 
of evaluations of the rank function, one can easily obtain the following timing 
result. 
Lemma 3.2. Let ~2’ be a matroid on n elements whose rank function can be computed 
in O(f(n)) time for some function f(n), and let A0 be one of its minors. One can 
decide whether a pair of the no elements of A0 is in series or in parallel in time 
WGf(n)). 
In the case of the underlying transversal matroid &Y of a bipartite graph B = (T, C), 
the rank of a subset S of C is the size of a maximum matching in the subgraph induced 
by (T, S). Maximum matchings in bipartite graphs can be computed in O(PZ~,~) time 
[ 151. The same algorithm can be used to compute the rank of any subset S in the dual 
matroid .,ti* of J! using r,(*(S)=j,Sl-r(&)+r./i(E-S). 
3.3. Performance of the algorithm 
In general, the number of nodes in a computation tree generated by the factoring 
algorithm grows exponentially with the number of elements in the system. However, 
by a careful choice of the pivoting elements, one may obtain substantial improvements 
for systems that can be greatly reduced using series and parallel reductions. To gain 
more insight into the situation, we start by recalling that an upper bound on the 
minimum possible number of leaf nodes of TSp(&) can be obtained by evaluating any 
invariant function f (A!‘) that obeys 
(A(i)) the deletion-contraction rule: for any nonloop element e, f(A) = 
f(A! - e) +f (Jl l e) and 
(A(ii)) f(B) = 1 for any basis B of & and f(B) = 0 if B is a proper subset of a basis. 
The function #B(A) whose value is the number of bases of a given matroid JY is 
an obvious example that satisfies conditions A(i) and A(ii). However, one may not 
expect this function to give a tight upper bound on the number of leaves of TSp(A) 
since its value is not generally preserved under series and parallel reductions. That is, if 
,4!* is obtained from _& by a series or a parallel reduction then #B(J*) is usually 
less than #B(&) by a nonconstant factor depending on J?‘. 
In a search for a more useful function, Satyanarayana and Chang [25] have studied 
the domination function on graphs with remarkable results. The definition of such 
a function, as will be shown shortly, depends on the set of minpaths defining the 
reliability problem under consideration. For the K-terminal reliability problem, 
Satyanarayana and Chang [25] have shown that the domination function satisfies 
conditions A(i) and A(ii). Moreover, it is invariant under parallel reductions and 
a special type of series reductions. Other extensions of such results appear in [2,28]. 
We also refer the reader to [l] for a related survey. Our main aim in this section is to 
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show that similar results hold for the domination function defined with respect to the 
span reliability of matroids. 
For convenience, we start by reproducing some definitions from [l, 251 when 
applied to a matroid J@‘. An element e is said to be irrelevant if it is not contained in 
any minpath (base): otherwise, it is relevant. A formation of a subset E’ of elements 
having no irrelevant element is a set of minpaths whose union is E’. A subset may have 
no formation if at least one of its elements is irrelevant. In general, there can be more 
than one possible formation for E’. A formation is odd or even, depending upon 
whether the number of its elements (minpaths) is odd or even. The signed domination 
of E’ with respect to the set Buses (JZ), denoted as sdom (E’, Buses(&)), is the number 
of odd formations minus the number of even formations. If E’ does not have any 
formation then its signed domination equals zero. The domination of E’, denoted as 
DOM(E’, Buses(&)), equals the absolute value of the signed domination. For 
convenience, let sdom(J!) and DOM(_k’) denote sdom(E, Bases(&)) and 
DOM(E, Buses(&), respectively). 
From the above definitions, it is immediate that the DOM function satisfies 
condition A-ii) above for matroids. To show that it obeys the deletion-contraction 
rule, we use an elegant result of Barlow [4] (mentioned also in [l]) on the signed 
dominations of coherent systems. 
Definition. A coherent system is a pair (E, p), where E is a finite set of elements and 
p={P1, . . ..Pk> . IS a family of subsets of E such that 
(B(i)) no Pi is contained in another member of the family, and 
(B(ii)) E=Uf=,Pi. 
Naturally, we will use for p the minpaths of a matroid. Following [l], a pivotal 
decomposition of the set p using an element e yields the two subsets p(E)= {Pi le#Pi 
and PiEp} and p(e)= {Pi leePi and Pigp} corresponding to the cases where e is failed 
and e is operating, respectively. The system (E-e, p(Z)) associated with the set p(Z) 
might not be coherent since UP,,,,,,) Pi might be a proper subset of E-e. The system 
(E-e, q(p -e)) corresponding to e operating is defined as follows. First, let 
p-e={P,-e, . . . . Pk -e}. Second, let y(p -e) be the set simplification of p - e, that is, 
~(p - e) is obtained from p-e by omitting a set Pi-e if it contains another set Pj - e. 
For example, if p-e={(l,2),(1)) then q(p-e)={(l)}. Barlow’s signed domination 
theorem can now be stated: 
sdom(E, p)=sdom(E-e, v](p -e))-sdom(E-e, p(Z)). (4) 
If the system (E, p) fails to satisfy condition B(ii) then E has no formation, the left-hand 
side of eq. (4) is, by definition, zero, and the two terms on the right-hand side are equal. 
Our objective now is to show that a specialized form of eq. (4) exists for matroids, 
using the contraction and deletion operations. Clearly, for a matroid k! and one of its 
nonbridge elements e, if p(~?)={P~le$P~ and PiEBuses(& the two systems 
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(E-e, p(e)) and (E-e, Bases(&-e)) are equal. Otherwise, (if e is a bridge) 
(E-e, p(Z))=(E-e, 4). The remaining ingredient is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A! be a matroid and e one of its elements. Then 
(E-e,Bases(A!‘*e))=(E-e,q(Bases(A)-e)). 
Proof. We show that Baser (A l e) = q(Bases(& ) - e). The statement follows easily if 
e is a loop. So, assume that e is a not a loop. If PEBases(A l e) then P + eEBases(A) 
and, hence, PEBases(J8k’)-e. Moreover, there is no element in Bases(A)-e that is 
contained in P; so, PEq(Bases(,H)-e). 
Now, assume that PEy(Bases(A) - e). Two possibilities arise: (1) P + e is a basis of 
J? and (2) P is a basis of k’ and e$P. In the first case, PEBases(A*e) follows by 
definition. The second case leads to a contradiction. To see this, note that for some 
element x in P the set P + e - x is a basis of &; this implies that P - x~Bases(A) - e. 
But P-XC P, contradicting the assumption that PEq(Bases(A)-e). 0 
Barlow’s result then implies the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. Let A’ be a matroid and e one of its elements. Then 
sdom(~)=sdom(A*e)-sdom,N(~-e), (5) 
where sdom,.(A’--e)=sdom(E-e, Basis(A)) (=sdom(A--e) ife is not a bridge). 
Equation (5) opens the way to prove that the domination function obeys the 
deletion-contraction rule (the proof follows [25] very closely): 
Lemma 3.5. Let 4 be matroid on n elements. Then, for any element e, 
(1) sdom(A)=(- l)flP”-/“‘DOM(~), and 
(2) ife is a not a loop then DOM(A!)=DOM(A*e)+DOM,.(A-e). 
Proof. (1) By induction on 1 E I= n. The statement follows easily for any matroid on 
a single element. Assume that (1) holds for all matroids with fewer than n elements and 
let .&’ be a matroid with n elements. If r(M)=0 then sdom(A)=O and the statement 
follows easily. Otherwise, let e be a nonloop element in L&‘. By eq. (5) and the induction 
hypothesis, one may write 
sdom(,~)=(-1)“~‘~“~~“‘~OM(~~e)-(-1)”~’~”~/”~”DOM,,(~-e). (6) 
If e is not a bridge then r(A*e) = r(A) - 1 and r(A’- e) = r(A). The right-hand side 
of eq. (6) simplifies to 
(- 1)“~“~N)DOA4(~~e)-( - 1)“~‘~r’~dODOM,/6(~-e) 
=(- l)n~rc.rc)(DOM(~*e)+DOM,,(~-e)). (7) 
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If e is a bridge then Y(J’*e)=r(&)-1, sdorn(M*e)=sdom(_&‘) and 
sdom ,, (A -e) = 0. Again eq. (7) holds. Taking the absolute value of both sides yields 
DOM(,~)=DOM(,~*e)+DOM.,~(~-e) 
and statement 1 follows. 
(2) Statement 2 follows easily from the proof of part 1. q 
A second immediate consequence of eq. (5) is that the value of the domination 
function is preserved under parallel reductions since, for any two parallel elements 
x and y, sdom(.A?*x)=O. Thus, the number of leaves of a tree T,(d) resulting from 
a P-factoring algorithm is exactly DOhil(M). In this case, a T,(&‘) tree obtained by 
choosing at each step a pivot that results in two substructures having nonzero 
dominations has the minimum possible total number of nodes. Any element whose 
contraction does not create a loop satisfies this requirement. 
On the other hand, domination is, in general, not invariant under series reductions. 
Satyanarayana and Chang [25], however, identified a special case of series reductions 
in which a similar statement on T,(,h’) holds. The special case arises in computing the 
K-terminal reliability of a graph G having a vertex u of degree 2, a# K, incident to two 
edges e and e’. Here DOM(G - e) = 0 since e’ becomes irrelevant. Hence, domination is 
preserved under this type of reductions. Naturally, the same argument does not hold 
for any vertex v, UEK, of degree 2. An analogous situation does not seem to apply for 
the TRel or the PRel problems. 
4. Packing bases and circuits 
One main strategy for obtaining bounds is to attempt to bound each coefficient of 
the independence polynomial. The most powerful current method known that applies 
to matroids is due to Ball and Provan [3]. However, one of the primary required 
pieces of information in the upper bound is the size of a minimum cardinality circuit. 
In view of Theorem 2.1, then, we do not expect to find useful upper bounds here; this 
contrasts with net-work reliability where the Ball-Provan bounds are among the best 
efficiently computable bounds currently available. For lower bounds, application of 
the Ball-Provan method requires a knowledge of the number of bases. At present, no 
efficient algorithm is known for counting bases in transversal matroids. Hence, we 
resort to other techniques. 
Let &Z =(X, 9) be a matroid. A packing of J?’ by bases (circuits) is a collection of 
disjoint bases (circuits) of &!‘. Suppose that X1, . . , X, is a packing of J? with bases. If 
any basis operates, the overall state must be operational; since the bases chosen are 
disjoint, they operate independently. Hence, we have that 
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The above inequality has been derived and used for graphic matroids in [22]; see 
[9] for some generalizations to other reliability problems on graphs. Any packing by 
bases leads to a lower bound on the independence probability; a close inspection 
shows that a better bound is obtained by taking more bases. Using Edmonds’s 
matroid partition algorithm [13], we can pack with the maximum number of bases 
efficiently. Thus, for any matroid reliability problem, we can obtain an efficient lower 
bound. Note that lower bounds on span probabilities lead to lower bounds on 
independence probabilities in the dual, and vice versa. One very important remark 
here is that the method can be applied even when operation probabilities are allowed 
to be different. 
A similar strategy can be applied to packings by circuits. Let C1 , . , C, be a packing 
by circuits. If all elements in any one of the circuits are chosen, the set cannot be 
independent. We have 
Other types of upper bounds in this direction appear in [17] (see also [9]). Once 
again, any packing by circuits gives an upper bound that is computable efficiently. 
However, finding packings with the most circuits is apparently much more difficult. 
For graphic matroids, this is the problem of edge partition into cycles, and is known 
to be NP-hard [14]. For cographic matroids, the problem is edge packing by network 
cutsets, and is also known to be NP-hard [lo]. No previous research on this problem 
for transversal matroids has been done; however, the problem is hard here as well. 
Theorem 4.1. Deciding whether a transversal matroid (presented as a bipartite graph) 
can be packed with at least m circuits is NP-hard. 
Proof. Holyer [14] proves that, for any fixed k 3 3, determining whether a graph can 
be edge-partitioned into k-cliques is NP-hard. Colbourn [S] used Holyer’s method to 
show that determining whether a tripartite graph has an edge partition into triangles 
is NP-hard. Suppose that such a graph has tripartition XuYuZ, and edge set 
E = Exu uExz u EYz (with the obvious interpretation). Form a bipartite graph B with 
one class being XuYuZ, and the other containing E together with E;YY, a second 
copy of the edges in Exu. A vertex and an ‘edge’, primed or not, are adjacent in B if 
they are incident in the original graph. Let TM(B) be defined on the set EuE;,. 
The minimum size of a circuit in TM(B) is four and TM(B) can be packed with at 
least lEuEiy l/4 disjoint circuits if and only if every circuit is of the form {{x, y}, {x, z}, 
{Y,z>> 1x3 ~1’). N ow, such a packing of TM(B) with circuits is precisely an edge 
partition of the original graph into triangles. 0 
In all of these cases, one can still obtain useful bounds by adopting a greedy strategy 
to construct a packing by circuits; however, the complexity results limit the accuracy 
one can hope to achieve by such heuristics. 
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5. Concluding remarks 
In this first study of reliability in assignment problems, we have found a number of 
striking similarities with the network reliability problem. Largely, these are a conse- 
quence of the matroid structures of the problems and, hence, we have highlighted that 
structure here. As a direct consequence, we have been able to devise a factoring 
algorithm with series and parallel reductions. We recall that the class of matroids in 
which each member can be constructed using series and parallel extensions have been 
studied in [7] as a generalization of the well-known class of seriessparallel graphs; 
Oxley [21] mentions some interesting relations along this line. We have also encoun- 
tered some important differences. The biggest difference is the difficult of determining 
the size and number of minimum circuits. 
Some other reliability problems that can be analysed in a similar way are now in 
order. Consider the problem of scheduling a set of tasks on a single processor system. 
Each task is assumed to require one time unit and has a release time ri and a deadline 
time di, di>ri. Each task is available to the processor with a given probability. The 
situation can be formulated on a bipartite graph having an edge between a vertex ri 
representing the ith time unit of the processor and a task ti if ri < Zi < di. 
Here the TRel problem corresponds to computing the probability of finishing the 
maximum possible number of tasks before the deadlines. Equivalently, it is the 
probability of using the maximum number of time slots and, hence, keeping the 
processor as busy as possible. Similarly, PRel corresponds to the probability that each 
available task can be completed on time. 
Second, we observe that our assignment problem can be extended to model a situation 
where processors require different classes of computational resources (RI Rx, . . . , Rk) to 
operate. Such resources may correspond, for example, to the availability of adequate space 
in the hierarchy of the memory system. A computing element can produce a useful work 
only if it is operational and is matched to a job and a computational resource in each of the 
k classes. It then follows that a set of processors is active if each processor can be matched in 
each of the bipartite graphs (C, J), (C, RI), . . . . (C, Rk). The resulting structure is the 
intersection of k+ 1 transversal matroids; this case warrants more research. 
Despite the inherent complexity of assigning tasks to unreliable processors, we have 
been able to develop efficiently computable bounding methods for task and processor 
reliability. We expect that the development of improvements on the methods here 
would be fruitful, both in theoretical questions on transversal matroids and practical 
concerns with taskkprocessor assignment. 
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